
DE S CRIP T ION

Wall/ceiling lamp with re ected and
di used light. Di user consisting of a
matt nish methacrylate plate. Wall or
ceiling mount white epoxy powder
coated metal and central ring in
opaline polycarbonate, electronic
ballast.

MAT E RIALS

Methacrylate and coated metal

COLORS

White

Ellepi, so tto
by Alessandra Matilde



A di user disc made from white plastic, a slim shape that evokes a 33 rpm vinyl record. The name given to this wall or ceiling
lamp is Ellepi – an Italian acronym for long playing. The low-consumption light source follows the outline of the central ring and
di uses a glow that dims when moving closer to the outer shape of the lamp. This creates an elegant dimming that highlights the
sophistication of the thicknesses and proportions. Ellepi is subtle yet highly e ective, either on its own or in multiple
compositions.

Ellepi

S CHE MAT IC & LIG HT E MIS S ION MAT E RIAL

Methacrylate and coated metal

COLORS

LIG HT S OU RCE

Fluo 1x 55W 2Gx13

CE RT IFICAT IONS

  

E NE RG Y E FFICIE NCY

A+, A

Ellepi, so tto
technical details



ALE S S ANDRA MAT ILDE

After studying stage design, Matilde
Alessandra designed installations and sets
for several years, and then began to create
her rst projects in the eld of lighting.

Her work – which ranges from light
sculptures, to installations, to industrial
design – always stands out for its elemental
shapes and bright colours. Her contribution
to the Foscarini collection is the Ellepi lamp,
a ring of di used and re ected light.
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